Gauder Akustik Cassiano English ver.

For audiophiles, who are current with things happening, the brand Gauder Akustik is a clear continuation of the German company Isophon, existing on the market since 1929.
However I think that for people currently entering the wonderful world of sound, a brief introduction to its history would be worthwhile. So we need to go back till 1924, when
two serious gentlemen, working in General Electric, Mr. Chester W. Rice and Mr. Edward Washburn Kellogg designed and patented the electroacoustic transducer, which was
introduced to market in 1926 in the form of a 1W radio costing 250$ (in current dollars it would be around 3000 USD). It did not take long before competition appeared, and
already in 1929, in Berlin, three young engineers (Herman Rummel, Ewald Fritz and Willi Schongs) founded the company Isophon (then called E. Fritz & Co. GMBH). The
company gained attention already in 1935, when their showed their two way loudspeakers equipped with a 12” bass driver and a 2” tweeter connected through a cross-over. It
took some time before a three-way loudspeaker was produced, but in the 60-ties it happened, and the model HSB 30/8 were so popular and appealing to customers as well as
regarded by the branch, that they were awarded as “The best loudspeakers in Germany in 1969.”
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In the 70-ties a well taken chance was the entrance in the automotive market as suppliers of car-audio for German car manufacturers. In 1980 this part of the business was sold
to Thompson. But for the ‘golden eared’ most interesting would be the present, and that although the parent company went out of business in 2012, still, from 2013, the
audiophile products continue to be made under the name given by Dr. Roland Gauder, who was responsible for research and design of many times awarded and very well
regarded loudspeaker in the parent brand.
For today’s standards, such a ‘CV’ points to almost antique roots, but when you dig around, there are even more interesting ‘dinosaurs’ to be found. I will just mention the
French company Cabasse, which despite the official founding date (1950), does not forget to mention, that their ancestors stated to manufacture “audio gear” as early as 1780,
those devices being violas, violins or guitars. But let us return to the present for good and have a look at the tested loudspeakers – the Gauder Cassiano.
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Despite the size of the box, especially its depth, which is easily noticeable, especially by the women amongst us, its shape, where the sides are curved and the back panel is
almost non-existent, makes them very neat and fine looking. Achieving this shape was possible by using bent plywood and slit MDF. The free spaces in the slits were filled
with about 9 kg of quartz sand. As a result of that, the loudspeakers did not lose any rigidity, while still having acceptable weight. The speakers were damped with Twaron, a
special material, which according to the manufacturer dams all resonances of the cabinet while keeping a clean, transparent midrange and treble.
But the most important thing is protected by non-removable, dense metal grilles. Of course I am talking about the white drivers, made by Accuton, which are a kind of
trademark of Isophon. A pair of the bass drivers, 18 cm in diameter, work in a chamber, vented to the bottom, while the midrange driver, also 18 cm, in a dedicated, but
closed, chamber. As an upgrade, available while placing the order, or later as a modification of the speakers, the manufacturer offers a diamond tweeter as replacement for the
standard ceramic one. At an extra price of course.
The difference in „class” compared to the cheaper series is also visible in the palette of available finishes. While the Arconas are available in only three versions (white and
black piano varnish and cherry veneer), while Cassiano and its closes brethren (Vescova, Araba, Tofana & FRC) have 12 different veneers available, and the aluminum version
can be varnished with any color from the RAL palette. More information is available in the company catalog, and if somebody would have an issue in recognizing the veneer
of the tested speakers – it is Rosewood.
Like I already mentioned, the bass-reflex port is mounted on the bottom of the speaker, so I warn owners of fluffy carpets, that they should think about granite or plywood
plinths to place under the speakers, or if they do not want to experiment, order the Flagstone from the manufacturer, as despite the mighty two-part spikes, the ports can be
quite easily muffled what degrades the sound. On the bottom there are also shunts, that allow adjusting the amount of bass produced by the speakers by 1.5dB plus or minus.
And now a few words about the wire terminals. Theoretically this topic seems not be very interesting, but we deal here with ‘moving terminals’. Please do not laugh. It is
sufficient to look at the evolution of the Cassiano to understand what I am talking about. Initially, this model had no back panel, the side panels came together forming a sharp
edge, so single terminals were mounted on the bottom. Next version, which I saw about four years ago, had a 4 cm wide back panel, similar to the tested model, which housed
singular WBT terminals. And the tested units have double WBT-0708 NextGen terminals, which accept any kind of loudspeaker cables, starting with bare wires and ending
with big spades, like the ones mounted in the Audiomica Miamen Consequence, which replaced “EU approved” terminals with collars preventing mounting of spades, known
from the Arconas. But to be sure, I asked the distributor, and it turned out, that the reviewed pair was made to special order, hence the double terminals, which are only
available as a paid option. Anyway, regardless of how you regard it, it is clear, that in Gauder development does not only mean bettering the products in technological terms,
but also increasing their ergonomics, what means making the life of the consumer – the audiophile – easier. Bravo!
Being a happy owner of probably the first pair of the Gauder Arcona 80, which came to Poland, for about two years now, and having the opportunity to listen to the models
Tofana and Berlina RC9 in comfortable environment, not even mentioning the RC11 which I heard a few times and was very impressed by them, I had some idea how the
German speakers will perform. But, like it happens often, theory and life are two different things. Let us be frank – the Arcona series is the so called entry level for this
manufacturer, and the Tofana and Berlina are the other end of its offering. So when I received the Cassiano, the first two weeks were used not really for getting acquainted
with them, but for finding a sweet spot for their placement and burn them in. This because when you do not play ceramic speakers for some time, then they do not sound well.
If we will have bad luck and get a “cold” pair, or one that was not really burned-in, then we can wonder, what High-End or Hi-Fi is about, when the sound is so edgy, matte and
strange. In addition the so called company sound of the drivers is one thing and their implementation another. There are quite a few different constructions using ceramic
drivers, and each one of them sounds different. As examples we can show the Gauder, which go in the direction of neutrality and limiting the coloring, and Estelon, which
enchant with a dense, almost fluid timbre.
Finally the speakers found their place about 50 cm from the back wall and 1.2 m from the side walls, only very slightly bent-in to the listener. My room has about 20 m2. In
addition, after a few experiments with the bass jumper, I came to the conclusion that the factory setting on zero is the best compromise between the wall crushing power,
contour and masterful control. Granite plinths I prepared just in case, turned out not to be needed, as the loudspeakers placed on supplied spikes and washers worked well with
my ash parquet, and during the whole test did not have any tendency to rumble or to lose control over the lower frequencies. So now the organizational part is over and we can
sit down in the listening chair and concentrate on music.
As a standard we should start from a quite safe, possibly disobliging position, being a kind of prologue to get better acquainted. So I reached for George Michael, but instead
of taking something pop-rock or ballad like, the “Symphonica” (Deluxe Edition) caught my sight. The warm, electrifying voice of the vocalist, who was well disposed at time,
and very relaxed, was shown with phenomenal resolution and an almost holographic realism by the German loudspeakers. On one hand He was most important, but the
orchestra that accompanied Him and the crowd gathered in the room were full-fledged parts of the spectacle. The smoothness, clarity of the sound went hand in hand with
power, swing native to big ensembles, while even the smallest details did not lose anything from their visibility, regardless if they were located in the first, or further planes.
But this was just the background of the expressive, almost ecstatic articulation of Michael. This was not just another concert to go through, get your money and go home. In
addition, taking into the compilation character of the disc, the Gauder were able to keep coherence of sound between the individual pieces, while not averaging them, just
showing the listener their common parts. Despite the common opinions about the quite conservative manner of presenting timbre and saturation of the Accuton, even during
the sibilant loaded “Let Her Down Easy” and “The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face” the treble and midrange were characterized with masterful temperature and firmness. Of
course it will be easy to find loudspeakers, which will show a more illuminated, slightly inflated sound – for example my Arcona with the AMT on the treble, but this will be a
departure from neutrality towards obvious pleasure.
But the true rollercoaster started with the “New Blood” Peter Gabriel and the first notes of “The Rhythm of the Heat”. Those more vivid tempos were as waking as an espresso
doppio, and only the shaky, almost anemic voice of Ane Brun in “Don’t Give Up” lowered the blood pressure. I absolutely do not understand, what this vocalist has in her, and
what Peter Gabriel sees in her, but on me she works like a relaxant drug, and every time I hear her version of this song, I immediately must serve myself the antidote, the only
true version sung by Kate Bush on “So”. The loudspeakers had similar taste, because the difference in realism and palpability of the voices of both ladies was overwhelming.
But I will not bully her anymore, as probably there are people around, who like that anorectic aesthetics.
Staying in the dynamic climates I could not say no to listen to the soundtrack from the “Gladiator” by Hans Zimmer, where the piece “The Battle” seemed to fit the preference
of the Gauder almost perfectly. The denser and more pompous the instrumentation got, the better the Gauder sounded. In the culmination moment, they could transform from
an agile frigate into a three-mast galleon, or staying in the maritime comparisons, into a battleship and crush the listener with their firepower. Talking about ships, during the
three week stay of the tested speakers at my home I listened also to the soundtracks from the “Pirates of the Caribbean”, where the Hollywood momentum and general
pompousness of Zimmer’s music called for an appreciation smile on my face. Here was no place for any shortcuts, no tries to soften the dynamics hidden in those tracks. If
there was need to roar, to shout or to thump, the German speakers did that with joy and spontaneity, and the limiter in the moments of utmost stacking of decibels, especially
where the choir was involved (“Calypso”, “What Shall We Die For”) became my amplification. This is the reason, that initially you may start to feed the Gauder with an
integrated amp similar to the ECI, but on the long run there is no alternative to an amplifier, that would be sufficiently current efficient and had power adequate to the genres
you listen to. I would recommend products from the catalogs of Vitus, Mod Wright, Moon or Jeff Rowland, especially pre-power combos. The most important thing is,
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however, that the power comes hand in hand with finesse and musicality, and then the only worry of the happy owner will be the moment of switching from the ceramic to the
diamond tweeter.
You probably do wonder how those speakers, which love big ensembles and worked out scores, handle a repertoire that demands concentration and carving of each and every
sound. Frankly speaking, I was not sure myself, but as I do have such discs in my library, so I could play them and get this information first hand. The first disc played was the
vinyl version of “Love Over Gold” Dire Straits, where besides the so loved, by the audiophiles, transients, there is also a lot of finesse and dreaminess. Let us take for example
the well-known “Private Investigations” – how many micro-details are there, the slow but steady buildup of tension and soundscapes being a background for the lead guitar.
Any kind of nervousness, or trying to get in front of the line, would immediately destroy the ideas of the musicians. And the Gauder … could tame their fiery temperament
without the slightest problem. But in my opinion this was a very easy test. I needed something significantly more etheric, and what could be suited better than “Beate Vergine”
of Philippe Jaroussky, with its beautiful, breathtaking motets, like the album opener “Salve Regina”, or the equally beautiful “Stabat Mater Dolorosa”. In this moment the
sacrum gained upper hand of the profanum, while the smoothness and homogeneity over the attributed to the Accuton drivers dispassion and emotional conservatism. As you
can see, those labels are completely undeserved. With such smaller ensembles, with very limited number of instruments the Gauder showed their second, more lyrical
incarnation. The precision of focusing the virtual sources, so overwhelming with big symphonics, gained a completely new quality. The instrumentalists accompanying the
vocalists were shown on a stage full of air, which was reproduced with laser-like precision in all directions, including height. And I am not talking about the typical tricks used
in samplers, like over-contrasting and over-exposing the musicians, but about something that makes us a part of the spectacle, as if we would switch from a typical HD screen
to an ultra-panoramic, bent 4K display. The sound started to surround us, involve us, make us a part of them, instead of just staying in the front.
The vacation with the Gauder Cassiano destroyed my peace, I built consistently for some time. They made my Audiophilia Nervosa, that was asleep for a few years, awaken
and start to show me, that this time it will not get away easy, settled with some cable or another accessory. On one hand this is not a good sign for my home budget, but on the
other it shows clearly the above average appeal and undisputable assets of the tested loudspeakers. Loudspeakers, which are not only backed-up with the knowledge and
experience of one of the oldest, uninterruptedly working manufacturers of audio gear in the world, but offer also universality and opportunity to access the audiophile Olympus
by adding diamond tweeters. Those black jewels can not only be just decoration to the beautiful cabinets, but also the end of the extended search for the audiophile Holy Grail,
which is the individual summit to each one’s dreams.
Marcin Olszewski
Distributor: RCM
Price:
– ash black/white cherry, beechwood: 55 000 PLN
– rosewood, maple, zebrano, olive, bambus, walnut, makassar, aluminium: 56 800 PLN
– Piano black or white, or venner high gloss: 61 900 PLN
– Diamond tweeter: 22 400 PLN
– Flagstone: 2 570 PLN
Technical details:
Impedance: 4 Ω
Crossover frequencies: 180 Hz & 3,2 kHz
Construction: 3 -way
Bass principle: Bass-reflex system
Driver compliment: 2 x 180 mm(7″) ceramic woofers, 180 mm (7″) ceramic midrange driver, 20 mm (3/4″) ceramic tweeter (diamond tweeter option)
Sine power: 220 W
Impulse power : 410 W
Dimensions: 21(S) x 110(W) x 41(G) cm
Weight: 30 kg/piece.
Guarantee: 10 Years.
System used in this test:
– CD/DAC: Ayon 1sc
– DAC: Auralic Vega
– Digital source selector: Audio Authority 1177
– Network Music Player: Olive O2M; Dell Inspiron 1764 + JRiver Media Center; Auralic Aries
– Turntable: Transrotor Fat Bob S + TR 800-S + Zyx R100
– Phonostage: Octave Phono Module
– Integrated Amplifier: Electrocompaniet ECI 5
– Loudspeakers: Gauder Akustik Arcona 80 + spike extenders
– IC RCA: Antipodes Audio Katipo; Siltech Classic Anniversary 770i
– IC XLR: LessLoss Anchorwave; Organic Audio; Amare Musica
– Digital IC: Fadel art DigiLitz; Harmonic Technology Cyberlink Copper; Apogee Wyde Eye; Monster Cable Interlink LightSpeed 200
– USB Cable: Wireworld Starlight; Goldenote Firenze Silver
– Speaker Cables: Organic Audio; Signal Projects Hydra
– Power Cables: Furutech FP-3TS762 / FI-28R / FI-E38R; Organic Audio Power; Acoustic Zen Gargantua II
– Power distribution board: GigaWatt PF-2 + Furutech FP-3TS762 / FI-28R / FI-E38R
– Wall Outlet: Furutech FT-SWS(R)
– Table: Rogoz Audio 4SM3
– Antivibration platform: Audio Philar Double (under turntable)
– Przewody ethernet: Neyton CAT7+
– Accessories: Sevenrods Dust-caps; Furutech CF-080 Damping Ring; HighEndNovum PMR Premium; Albat Revolution Loudspeaker Chips

Link do tekstu: Gauder Akustik Cassiano English ver.
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